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Exact enumerations are gib 2 for 
three-dimensional point lattices. 
the number of arrangzmcnts of q diners on regular two- and 
I. Iutroductiou 
In this paper we focus on models composed of lattices occupied by rigid dimers. 
Two-dimensional rectangular lattices have been ui,ed to study the: thermodynamic, 
of adsorbed films, the adsorption of diatomic molecules, and the Aeory of the 
condensation of gases, for example. It is of interest to know the number of ways of 
arranging 4 dimers on an 111 X n rectangular lattice such that no two dimers share a 
site (the remaining mn - 2q sites may be regarded as occupied by monomers). 
The one-dimensional case is trivial. The two-dimensional case is quite compli- 
cated. Some properties including a generating function and an enumerative formula 
have been found for the two-dimensional problem in the close-packed or high 
density case (dimws completely fill the lattice; q = w2/2). These results were 
obtained by Kasteleyn [3], Fisher [ 11, and Temperley and Fisher [9]; they employed 
algebraic properties of Pfaffians to derive the partition functions and other 
properties. Similar results and asymptotic properties have teen found by these and 
other authors in combinatorial investigations of a variety of )>hysical phenomena. 
MoatrolX [a) and Marshall [4] have discussed the methods of Usteleyn and Fisher. 
Percus [8] has presented a nice comprehensive discussion of this and similar lattice 
problems, 
Regarding the case where it is not required that the dimers cover every site 
(4 6 mr1/2), McQuistan and Lichtman [S] have found a recurrence and other results 
for the number of dimer arrangements, provided m = 2. Grimson f2] found explicit: 
formulas and generating functions for this case. 
me r&tivc complexity of the limiting case w’here dimers cover all lattice points 
suggests that the more general problem where precisely 9 dimers are allowed, and 
hence ~tn - 26 monomers if the lattice is to be completely covered, is quite 
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formidable. This is indicated also by noting the resemblance between a monomer- 
dimer mixture and an Ising fferromagnet in an external field ([3], [7]). ‘“Since this 
general Ir,inrg problem has ye\. resisted all attempts at a rigorous solution one 
suspects that the monomer-dirner problem will also be very hard to solve” [33- 
Although the formuiation of solutions for many difficult problems heave surprisingly 
simple Istructure, it would appear in this case that any exact solution would possess a 
high degree of complexity. Such is the case with the formulas presented here. In 
specifying cases of the formula of Section 2 of this paper, exact results for some 
problelms raised in the literature follow nicely. Also, it is the hope of this author 
that through the formula, more information about the problem can be obtamed. 
This formula is essendally the coefficien! in the expansion of 2 (x, y, z ), a well 
known symbol for the partition function. It is known (see Section 8 of [If) that 
lnZ(x, ,y, 2) = lnJ(r f (t2+ 4x)9+ y/(z2 + Gx) + 0(y2). 
No exact rest&c; are known for the three dimensional case although the 
desirability of such results is clear (see Section I of [3]). Based on the results of the 
two dimensional problem, even in the close-packed case, we conjecture that any 
enumerative formulation for threic dimensrons is intricate. ‘We investigate this in 
Section 4 
2. The fisrmula for two dimensions 
It is convenient o let square cells represent he points of an m x N rectangular 
lattice [Fig. 1). Each cell is then assigned a number. Dimers are distributed in such 
ways that each is either horizontal or vertical, no two share a lattice point and each 
Fig. 1. 
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covers exactlly 2 adjacent lattice points. The vertical dimer in the above figure, for 
ixample, covers the points n -+ 4 and 2n + 4. We seek a formula for A (q, m, n), the 
number of ways Q dimers can occupy the above m x n lattice. 
Let j be the number of verticai dimers and let ri be the number of vertical dimers 
each of which covers a ceil of row k and iic + l(rO = r, = 0). Then rn + r2 + l l - + 
tnt-I = j. Consider row Cr(X (k < m) with a fixed collection of vertical dimers 
contained therein (Fig. 2): 
"k-1.3 
ak-1,2 ak-1,4 ak-l.rk_l 
I IPIPI I I’I I I i l’i I 1 6 0 I) l . . IdI I I 
C--- I n n+l 
'k.1 "k,2 gap of 4 
Fig. 2. 
"k.3 
Notice that each vertical dimer is uniquely identified; the xth vertical dimer whose 
upper end is in row y is represented by a,,,. Further, we make the assignment 
a Y,Jr = h if Q,,~ is in the h *’ cell reading from left to right. 
Next we define M,(n,, . . ., n,) by the following two properties: (a) it is symmetric 
in the integers nl, . . ., nk ; (b) if nl s n2 s l l 1 s nk then 
M,(nl,...,n,J= n, (r= L4). 
Informally, M,(n,, . . ., 4) is the “tth largest n”. 3a!=d on this we make the 
following definition: 
ck.0 = &,O = 0 (k = 1,. . ., m - 1) 
Boundary Ckr&+Q-,+l = &.rl,+1 = n+l (k = 12,. . .) P?? - 1‘) . 
conditions C1.i '.= a1.i (i = 0, . . ., I[) 
CnJ = hn4,i (i = 0,. . *, rm_,) 
Ckd = M,(%*, l . .* ak,, ak--1.1,. . ., @k-l,& (k = 2, l . ., Wf - 1) 
fi = 1,. . l , r&-l -t- t). 
t 
(1) 
Thus for a dimer with either the lower or upper part contained in the IP’ cell of the 
Vh row where h is the ith occupied (zell of the k * row, we have 
The dimer in pint is either of the form ak,, or a k-l,z and since the end points of two 
different dimers cannot share a cell we have the condition 
uk,,f &4,, (<x, y = 1,2, . . ., n). 
We note that there is an easy one tc3 one correspondence between the positions of 
dimers and the integers which satisfy the system 
at,,, P ah2 f l l l # am-l.Im_,g 
Let us denote this siylstem by 
( ) a nr.rl.r - 
A “gap of ;,” is rhe number t of cells along a row (Fig. 3), unoccupied by vertical 
dimers, wIGc!r are Detween two cells containing the end points of vcr?ical dkrers ot 
a vertical dimer and the end of a row. A gap of zero occurs in the case of 2 dim\ersl 
with errd points in adjacent cellos or in the case of a vertical dimer occupying an end 
cell. In a gap of t there are t - 1 positions for a horizontal dimer, We wan? tbe 
Fig. 3. A gaip of 30 containing 3 horizontal dimers. 
number of ways of placing i horizontal dimers in a gap of t. This is equivalent to 
asking for the number of ways of distributing i like objects among t - 1 labelled 




Fig. 4. The equivalent of 3 hotizontal dimers in a gap of IO. 
This is a familiar combinatorial problem; the answer is 
Since to =- r, = 0, there are JY k_l + rk end points of vertical dftrxs in the kfih row 
(1 4 k d m ). Thus there are P L_.t + r& + 1 gaps rn the kth row. The dth gap is of length 
6i.d ‘- 6rs.d~t - 1. Therefore, the number of ways of distributing wk horizontal dimers 
among all of the gaps of the kth row is 
(3) 
that the product is zero whenever the xIh gap is not wide enough to 
accxrumodate ikL horizontal dimets, for some x. 
Since there are q - j horizontal dimers we have ur + lclts + . ‘8 + u, = q - j(~l;5s 0). 
have noted that r1 + 9 9 l + t,,,-t - j(r >O) and j ranges from 5 to q. Therefore, 
(2), our formula is 
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where (ti),,, denotes (2) where the f’s are given in (3) and, in turn, the c’s are 
given by (1). Some properties.. inc’uding generating functions of fk are known 621. 
In the case uf 2 rmm (m = 2) this formula reduces to eq. 9 of an earlier paper of 
the author [2] which gives some formulas (solutions of a recurrence) for a problem 
of McQuistan and Lichtman [S]. We note that in an extreme trivial case 
A (0, m, n) = 1 (recall 0 = at.@ in the conditions of the third sum), which is what we 
would expect. In the other extreme case where we have a maximum number of 
dimers we put g = fmn/2]. If in this case M or n is even then (4) i:s evidently 
equivalent o r&l, 1) in a we11 known notation - for example, see (3, eq. 151. Of 
course if the number of tiimers is not specified, the number of monomer-dimer 
mixtures is XA(q, m, n) where the sum is on q ranging from 0 to fmn/2]. Also, in 
the l-dimensional case (where m = 1, clel = u~,~ = 1 + number of columns and, 
recall, cli,o = 0), (4) reduces to (“iQ) which is easy to verify directly, but which 
furnishes another check. 
3. An arithmetic model 
It is constructive to seek a mathematical formulation of monomer-dimer 
configurations, e formulation involving elementary functions, operations and 
relations such that any k-tuple of positive integers satisfying the formulation 
represents, uniquely, a monomer-dimer configuration on the plane and every such 
configuration can be so represented. Such formulations may obscure the geometric 
patterns observed in thle usual “pictures” of polymer models but, on the other 
hand, geometric models alone do little by way of delineating some of the 
mathematical complexities inherent in the structure. Thus, in one direction, at least, 
the type of ‘L8rithmeti~nti~Dn” we have in mind here brings us a step (or more) closer 
to the discovery of other mathem;atical properties of the system. 
W? have seen that ,i vertical dimers positioned on an m x n rectangle may be 
transformed into integers ckx,,, satisfying (a),,,,. All possible vertical dimer arrange- 
ments can be specified by considering m - 1 or less compositions of 
j(rt + * l l + tm-1= j, i I :a 0) 85: j ranges from 0 to q. The number of horizontal dimers 
isuI++-u, = (3 - j where there are ulr horizontal dimers on the Vh row. We 
want to numerically specify the possible positions for the q - j horizontal dimers 
for any given arrangement of vertical dimers. For any such specification, the 
mn - 2q remaining positions are monomer positions. 
WC begin by btging bi,,, represent he Ph horizontal dimer of row k and make the 
asarignmen t 
b&., sp: s if left end of tch dimer is in s’~ cell of k *h row. 
M/e seek a function of bk.1, . . ., h,,, whtc:h satisfies certain properties if the b’s 
(diners) sac properly allocated and which satisifies different properties otherwise. 
Jmprogei- i: osition (Pf horizontal dimers occur if (a) any 2 left ends lie in the same or 
adjacent cclts, (b) a left end occurs in a celf covered by an end cbf OFT verticiali dimer - 
or in 8 ce!l immediately to the left of such a (vertical dimer) cell, (c) a left end 
occurs ii whe n”’ ccl1 or the “O”‘h cell. For instance, the association 
> d if the b’s are proptriy located 
wilt work nicely. 
There are several possibilities for satisfactory functions but we Ash to choose 
one which is simple. We consider (a), (b), and (c) saparately; consider (a) first. Then 
we aSre looking for a function cu(h,,*.  ., a.,,) which is > 0 if 
and 
and (Khich is G 0 otherwise. (Notice that (6) does not quite imply (7)). ‘fncid~ntally, 
notice that (6) and (7) Ibear a remarkable resemblance to the conditions of the 
indices of the summancf: of the Pfafian sum - see 16, p. KS). Condition (6) is 
necelgsary to assure that the numerical values of the b’s correspond uniquely with 
the cllimcr positions and (7) rules out any improper position under (a). Thus a caii 
not be symmetric. In experimenting with simple functions such as the greatest 
integer function, factorials, etc., in attempting tal construct a suitabte definition of CT, 
one noticec that in txder for ~1 to be 3 0 when (6) is satisfied (while accommodating 
(7)) and < 0 in every other cast:, a problem of assigning signs according to, 
permutations of the b’s comes to the front - much in the same way as it does in 
deve’uping Pfaffians in a uswal approach, However, notice that the conditions are 
met by dcfim,lg 
It is elementary to show that QI 3 0 if and only if conditions (6) and (7) are true. 
Next we considler the prohibited situation (b), According to the way association 
(5) is conceived we may seek a ftinction /3 for which /3 > 0 if the left end points of 
the b’s 60 riot appear in cells with, or immediately to the left of, ceJls containing end 
points of vertical dimers and for which (3‘ 6 0 otherwise. Then we can use the 
produc; of (x, @ and yet another function to establish a functional representation for 
(5). The following lis satisfactory: 
has bec:n dcfincd axed formulated earlier. 
Finally, the futlction 
y (L, * * ‘* h.w,) = II 1 F , k.ur 
where [x] denotes the greatest integer G x, prevents the left end of the rightlnost 
dims from occupying the d” cd. The fact that bk,ur is the largest of the 6 % is 
guaranteed by QI. Aiso, this definition of y atlaws for all of the positive integers to 
be pwsible values fat tks B’S; if one is tl>s large, then y = Cl. A ieft end point cannot 
be in the ‘YP cell since we are satisfied with a domain of positive integers. 
Therefore, the prohibited situation (c) is dispensed with. By the; definition of p 
and y and the restriction to positive integers, cy is the only function which could 
assume a negative value (for a prohibited position) and, hence, WC: cannot haxe a 
situation of 2 negatives (wrongs) making a positive (right). Therefore, the ass~xia- 
tion (S) could be given by 
for k = 5,2,...,m. 
We notice that [(rt t- l)/bt,,,] HI if and only if n - bkeu, >0. This m.eans that WC 
can aasockte /3 with CT in defining (S), although in a sense, since n is fixed as are the 
c’s, one may bc more inclined to associate it with y. (cr pertains ta relative positions 
and 6 and y pertnin ts fixed positions.) Thus b4,“,, can still take on any positive 
integer value and if it is too large, it is simply rejected (i.e., the function 6 below will 
be zero or negative values). Therefarc, (5) may also be given by the following 
simpler function, which is diflercnt from cr/3r: 
We hIwe jwt proved that there is a one to one (identifiable) correspondence 
between: the pwp@r locations sf ff1, horiaantal dimers on row k and any set of u,, 
positive integers, in&pe&ent of order, fcjr which B (6k.,,t . . .) bk.,, ) > 0. This is true: 
for every row and is compatible with any vertical dimer configuration prearrungecl 
by (Q )m.nr* 
Let US denote the: system {B(b~,,j,  . ,, hk,,, )> O);l,, by (b),.,,“. Then the set of all 
monomer-diswx configurations (with q dimers) on an m )r: n lattice can kc 
represented by parameters G, t’s, M’S, Q’S, 6’s) satisfying 
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depend on the CZ~,~ of A. Conversely, any set 
represents a monomer-dimer configuration. 
Systems J and A are fairly simple compared 
of integers satisfying (.I, A, B} 
with _E?. It would be nice to find 
simpler functions than B given by (8). But B is a combination of elementary 
functions and it does possess the property that absolutely no Q priori choice has to 
be made regarding its variabites except that they be positive integers. 
4. The thee dhembnal case 
We seek a formula for A (q ; m, n, p), the number of ways of arranging q dimers 
in an m x )t x p lattice (Fig. 5). The end points of each dimer are in the centers of 
two adjacent unit cubes and n, cube is shared by two or more dimers. There are 
three noncoplanar orientations in which the dimers may lie; dimers may 
vertically, horizontally, or art right angles to both of these. A dimer in this last 
orientation is said to be a J:-dimer, 
Fig. 5. A4x5x2latticewithq =3. 
It is c0nvcnient to visualize &e m X n X p lattice as p cogies of an Itl! X n 
rectangular iattice; i.e., we make p shces of the three dimensional attice as in 
Fig. 6. 
Fig. 6. 
We define a z-cell to be the collection of the p adjacent unit ce:ils in ths: 
irection. There are ntn of these and they are numbered consecutivefy frown 1 tcr 
aS we read from le to right and from top to bottom. 
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Some of the unit cells in a z-cell may be occupied by vertical dimers or horizontal 
dimers. The spaces between two successive unit cells so occupied is called a ho&~w. 
For technical reasons there is also a hollow between the first so occupied cell and 
the ‘front’ of the lattice and similarly, there is a hollow between the last so occupied 
cell and the ‘back’ of the lattice. The length of a hollow is the number of cells in it 
(see Fig. 7). 
Fig. 7. Hollows of length 0, 0, 1, I. 
Let 
ja = number of y-dimers in the CY *” slice 
k, = number of x-&mers in the CT” slice 
f# = number of z-dimers in the Pth z-cell. 
The following linear relation must hold: 
The dei5nitions of the previous section pertain here and the symbol (a) appearing 
as an exponent or the symbol a appearing as a subscript of a quantity means that 
we are cc&de&g that quantity in the QI *’ slice. Thus 
rip’ = number of vertical dimers of the a th slice each of which covers a cell of row 
k and k +I (I<k cm); 
#’ = p1 = 0. 
a$) = jyif a $ (the x* vertical dimer of the Q’ *’ slice whose upper end is in row y) 
is in the j’” cell reading from left to right; 
&jffE number of horizontal dimers among all of the gaps of the k ch row of the ,r *’ 
slice; 
b$) = j if the left end of 6:) (the x ch horizontal dimer of row y of sliao, a) is in the 
j& cell of &he y ” row. 
We let A, denote the system (a),,%, as it pertains to the o Ih slice and we let B, 
denote the system (8@$*, . . .? btZQ > 0) rM1. Finally, we let & denote t’he equation 
r$u3 f * l l -k r$‘, =je and we let U’ denote u~~+**+-u?=~. 
By specifying j=, kp, 6, R, U, A, and B, we determine a set of hollows. If PJ is 
the number of ways that the r -dimers can be distributed among the hollows of the 
lattice then 
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The problem now is to determine N. 
The ath slice msly be written as an atth columlr as shown in Fig. 8. Aligning a911 such 
columns side by side from left to right as a takes on values from 1 to p, we construct 













number to each cell of this new representation as follou~s: cell number g of th.e Q! th 
slice, counting from left to right and top to bottom, becomes cell nu.mber 
g +(a - I)mn (counting from top to bottom) of tht: CY”’ column of the new 
representation. Thus, this 2-dimensional representatian becomes a section of a 
tongruence class mod mn. Next we make the assignment 
a$‘+ (a $’ + (r - 1)n + (ar - l)mn, a$) t iv2 + l(cu - l)mn} = !P*, 
$!+{b$)+ (r - 1)at + (a - l)mn, b!P;‘+ (I - 1)n + 1 + (a - l)mn} = w, . 
and put 
F= 6 (~~LJw~}. 
a-1 
The numbers of F which are = t (mod Inn) form restricted positions of the t* z-cell 
of the 2-dimensional representation; then the problem is similar to the 20 
dimensional case considered earlier. 
Counting the number of arrangements of the x,“I, Z@ ;T-dimers in the 3- 
dimensional attice is equivalent to cf>unting the number of ‘ways of placing the 
same number of horizontal dimers in the 2-dimensional representation (Fig. 9 ihnd 
10). If X0, Xl,. . . , x,, L+~ are restricted positions in increasing order of the ,Ph 2 -cell 
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Fig. 10. The corresponding Z-dimensional lattice with restricted positions. 
(where x0 = t-rprn and x,,,+~= t + pmn) then the length of the rub hollow 
(1 G I s w ) is (x,+~ - x,)/ mn - I. Therefore, 
5. Concluding remarks 
In this paper we have presented exact enumerative formu’tas for the number of 
arrangements of 4 dimers in 2- and 3-dimensional regular lattices. Although the 
formulas are complicated, as was expected, they penetrate the two serious 
restrictions (the restriction to 2-dimensions and the absence of monomers) men- 
tioned by Kaste!eyn f3] and others. There remains a need to find approximations and 
asymptotic results for various aspects of the problem. Hopefully, the results given 
here will shed some light on this. The methods used in this paper have some 
carryover to other types of lattices (in particular, hexagonal lattices), the 2- 
dimensional Ising model and certain ideal crystal structures (Bravais lattices); work 
is continuing in these directions. 
As was indicated, considerable effort seems ts be required to employ the 
methodology of this paper to a particular calculation for numerical results; 
however, the author will gladly attempt to simplify the appropriate algorithm for 
application to a given set of covering problems of the reader’s interest. 
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